NIN Radio Remix
Your task is to make a 3 minute (Give or take 5 seconds) radio remix of “Only” OR “The Hand
That Feeds” by the band Nine Inch Nails. Please wear headphones for everyone’s sake. The files
are on the network hard drive. Access the hard drive from your computer and copy one of the
files to your computer. DO NOT OPEN THE FILE FROM THE HARD DRIVE!!

Requirements:
The song, once edit, must:

 Be 3 minutes (Give or take 5 seconds)
 Be edited to eliminate any swear words
 Contain less then 10 tracks
 Have a maximum of 2 vocal tracks
 Contain at least one Midi (Software) channel
Be creative. Change the genre. You do not have to use all lyrics. You may add, repeat or
eliminate anything except the fact that there has to be at least one chorus and one verse

Things to note:
Since this is a huge GB file and it will clog up your computer. Do the following:
1) Quit other open applications.
2) Choose GarageBand > Preferences, click Audio/MIDI, then click the "Maximum
number of simultaneous tracks" button in the "Optimize for" section.
3) Lock any tracks you’re not working on
Locking a track protects the track (including the regions in the track and any track
effects settings) from unintended changes, and renders the track to your computer’s
hard disk. Locking tracks can reduce the processing power required to play the
track, particularly for Software Instrument tracks and for Real Instrument tracks that
use complex effects. If you want to make changes later, you can unlock the track,
make the changes, then lock the track again.

NIN Radio Remix Rubric

Proper Length and the correct
number of layers
All other Requirements met
You created a desirable song that a
Radio Station would play
Complexity and Creativity
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